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Prospects Could Care Less  
About Equipment, Classes & You 

WHY PEOPLE BUY 
 
Whenever people say they want to think about it, they are saying that 
you have not aroused their desire to own or enjoy the benefits of member-
ship. 
 
In the health club business, people have made a habit of thinking 
about getting in shape all their adult lives and that is why they tell you 
they want to think about it before they join your club. 
 
The fact is, if you let them leave to think about it, most 
of them will never be back because they have       
already made a habit of thinking about it and it is easier 
to continue to do so rather than making a change in 
their lives by joining your club.  Let’s face it, for most 
people it is easier not to exercise than it is to exercise. 
 
Your job is to identify your prospective members’ 
emotional reasons for joining and show them how 
your club can satisfy those desires.  This will break their 
habitual pattern of procrastination and make it easier 
for them to join your club.  The following exercise will 
allow you to do that. 
 
 
QUESTION:  How do you arouse your prospective member’s        
emotional desire to join your club? 
 
ANSWER:  By identifying the 5-10 most attractive features of your 
club and then answering the following questions... 
 
 
WHAT BENEFITS DO THESE FEATURES OFFER? 
 
WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOUR PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS? 

(Why do they want to enjoy those benefits?) 
 
WHY SHOULD THEY BUY FROM YOU? 
 
WHY SHOULD THEY JOIN YOUR CLUB AND NO OTHER CLUB? 
 
WHAT IS YOUR CLUB’S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE? 
 
HOW CAN YOU USE THAT COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE TO AROUSE YOUR 

PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS’ EMOTIONAL DESIRE TO JOIN YOUR CLUB? 
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WHAT ARE THE 5-10 MOST ATTRACTIVE FEATURES OF YOUR CLUB? 

 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
7. 
 
8. 
 
 
 
 

WHAT NEEDS DO THESE FEATURES SATISFY? 
 

WHAT BENEFITS DO THESE FEATURES OFFER? 
 

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOUR PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS? 
(Why do they want to enjoy those benefits?) 

 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
7. 
 
8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USE YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE TO AROUSE  
YOUR PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS’ EMOTIONAL DESIRE  

TO JOIN YOUR CLUB! 
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How to Convert Health and Fitness Goals  
into Emotional Reasons to Join Your Club 

HEALTH AND FITNESS DON’T SELL 
 
The first step in this process is to identify the difference between a product 
feature and a product benefit.  A feature is what a product or service has 
as far as attributes are concerned.  A health club has treadmills.  This is a 
feature of the club.  A product benefit is what the product feature will do 
for the user.  Walking the treadmill will help the member burn calories and 
lose weight.  That is the benefit.  The benefit is what the feature will pro-
duce in the member’s life. 
 
When you ask prospective members what they want out of the club and 
they tell you they want to walk the treadmill, ask them what they hope to 
achieve by using that particular piece of equipment.  A good question to 
ask that will get prospective members to realize the benefit of walking the 
treadmill is “What do you hope to achieve by walking the treadmill?”  
Another way to ask that question is “Is there any special reason you 
want to walk the treadmill?”  for customers in places like in South Flor-
ida, it gets pretty hot at times during the year.  Some people join clubs 
because it’s just too hot to walk outside, but we never would have known 
this if we did not take the time to ask them.   
 
Take a look at the following list of features and 
benefits of health clubs.  Notice that the features are 
what your club has to offer prospective members, 
whereas the benefits are what your prospective 
members will achieve as a result of using the features 
of the club.  What will the features of your club do for 
your prospective members?  Your objective is to 
get your prospective members to talk about the 
benefits they want to achieve as a result of joining 
your club.  It is what they are going to achieve that is 
going to motivate them to join your club, not what 
your club has in the way of equipment. 
 

HEALTH CLUB FEATURES 
 
Aerobic Classes, Treadmills, Life Cycles, Stairmasters, Yoga Classes, Ample 
Well-Lit Parking, Body Master and Cybex Equipment, Spinning Classes, 
Body Pump Classes, Friendly Staff, Tennis, Racquetball, Showers, Saunas, 
Baby-sitting, Personal Training, Free Weights, Water Aerobics. 
 

HEALTH CLUB BENEFITS 
 
Weight Loss, Better Looks, Attracting a Date, Better Sex, Lower Stress, 
Increased Energy Level, Feeling Better, Finding a Mate, Training for an 
Athletic Event, Increased Productivity, Distraction from Pain of Divorce or 
Death of a Loved One, To Prepare for a Vacation (Skiing, Hiking, etc.), Up-
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coming Wedding, Doctor’s Advice, Social Atmosphere, Networking, Stopping Smoking, Feeling of Be-
longing, Saving Time, Increased Self-Esteem, Staying in Shape Before and After Pregnancy. 
 
When prospective members give you answers like the benefits listed above, you are well on your way to 
making the sale.  But you are not home yet.  The next step to the feature and benefit process is to find 
out how not enjoying the benefit right now is affecting your prospective members in their 
lives.  You have to find out what is going to happen in their lives if they do not join.  If they do not join 
your club, they are going to become worse off than they are right now.  A simple question you can ask 
your prospective members when they give you an answer from the benefit list above is “How is that 
affecting you in your life right now?”   
 
Here are some examples.  How is having too much stress affecting them in their life right now?  
How is a low energy level affecting them in their life right now?  How is not having enough time to 
work out affecting them in their life right now?  How is not being in shape for an upcoming 10K race 
affecting them in their life right now?  How is the fact that their doctor said they have or will have 
osteoporosis affecting them in their life right now?   

 
The answers to these questions will begin to arouse the emotional desire that will 
cause prospective members to join your club.  How many times have you done a 
great presentation, given a great tour, you are sure they are going to join, but they 
end up not joining?  You never got them to reveal their emotional reason for joining 
and as a result, they told you they wanted to think about it, didn’t they?  Remem-
ber, health and fitness alone don’t sell.  The master skill is to be able to con-
vert health and fitness goals into emotional reasons to join your club.  The 
reason people continually put off joining a health club is that nobody has ever shown 
them how joining a health club will satisfy their emotional desire to enjoy the benefits 
a health club can offer.   
 

Who wants to do cardiovascular exercise and lift weights?  How boring!  But everybody wants what 
those activities can produce in their lives.  A young woman wants a sculpted hourglass figure that 
will make the opposite sex want her.  An athlete wants a super-fit body that will allow him to compete 
in next year’s triathlon.  A middle age businessman wants a body that isn’t panting after walking up 
three flights of stairs to get to the office.  A mother wants an energy level that allows her to keep up 
with her four-year old twins.  An entrepreneur wants the confidence of knowing that being in shape 
can add two to three hours of productivity to his day.  These are some of the emotional desires that 
the features and benefits of your club will produce in people’s lives. 

 
Here are a couple of examples of converting features into benefits and then arousing the emotional 
desire that will cause the prospective member to join.  Here is a tennis example.  What would you rather 
have, the newest tennis racquet or a better tennis game?  Now what would you rather have, a better 
tennis game or a tournament victory?  The tennis racquet is the feature, a better tennis game is 
the benefit, but the emotional desire is winning tennis tournaments.  Notice the progression 
from feature to benefit to emotional desire.  Here is a health club example.  A prospective member 
wants to walk the treadmill (feature) in order to lose weight (benefit) so that she’ll be physi-
cally attractive for an upcoming social event (emotional desire).   
 
Don’t worry.  We will give you some thought provoking 
questions to help you get the feature/benefit/emotional de-
sire process going.  Brainstorm the answers with your staff 
until everybody is comfortable with the process.   

 
Once again, you can identify the emotional reason by asking 
your prospective members why they want to achieve the 
benefits your club has to offer and what is going to happen if 
they keep putting it off.  


